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Mark the letter A,B,C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined 
part differs from the other three in pronunciation in the following question. 
Question 1. A.tourism  B.frustrated   C.close   D.artisan 
Question 2. A.citadel  B.recommend   C.delighted  D.suggest 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs fromthe other 
three in the position of primary stress in the following question. 
Question 3. A.advice  B.cavern   C.backdrop  D.rickshaw 
Question 4. A.fabulous B.interested   C.cognitive  D.surprising 
Mark the letter A,B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to thefollowing 
question. 
Question 5. The whole village used to listen to the news programme …………….. a loudspeaker. 
A.in   B.of   C.through  D.on 
Question 6. I haven' t ……………. anything about him yet. 
A.found out  B.found for  C.got out  D.brought out 
Question 7. I don't really like living in the city because it is very ……….. and …………. . 
A.convenient/modern  B.fascinating/fashionable  
C.populous/frightening D.polluted/exciting 
Question 8. It ………… that,a group of strange people have taken over the temple tower. 
A.thought  B.had been thought  C.thinks D. is thought 
Question 9. Regarding tourism, Manchester is less impressive than London.However,Manchester is …….. 
the most fabulous footballing city. 
A.by far  B.much   C.far  D.so far 
Question 10. ……………….. I was tired, I managed to finish my project before deadline. 
A.But   B.Despite   C.Because D.Although 
Question 11. She wants to invite some friends to her birthday party …… No,15 Tran Phu street ….. lunch. 
A.of/for  B.in/in    C.on/at  D.at/for 
Question 12. Some more important investments should ……….. restoring or replacing the citadel or the 
fortress. 
A.be add to  B.focused on   C.be concentrated on   D.paid attention with 
Question 13. The suspect said that he ………….. at 11 p.m the night before. 
A.was sleeping B.had been sleeping  C.had slept   D.slept 
Question 14. My parents have very ………… rules about going out with friends. 
A.surprizingly  B.surprised   C.strict    D.strickly 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to 
the underlined word(s) in the following question. 
Question 15. I think we have solved this problem once and for all. 
A.forever  B.for goods   C.temporarily   D.in the end 
Question 16. She had a cozy little apartment in Boston. 
A.dirty   B.large    C.lazy    D.comfortable 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 
the underlined word(s) in the following question. 
Question 17. I clearly remember talking to him in a chance meeting last summer. 
A.unplanned  B.accidental   C.planned   D.unintentional 
Question 18. I can feel his frustration at not being able to go on with the test. 
A.discouragement B.excitement   C.surprise   D.annoyance 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 
correction in the following question. 
Question 19. It's well worth to go to Ha Long Bay as it is very picturesque. 



A. well   B.to go   C. as   D.picturesque 
Question 20. I don't know what should I do about the problem. 
A. should I  B. about  C.what   .D.don't 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable responseto complete 
the following exchange. 
Question 21. “Many children in the remote areas now still have to cross the river or streams to go to 
school.” – “…………….” 
A.Wow, I can't imagine that   B.How cool!  C.Sure!  D.That's awesome! 
Question 22. Mr. Robert: “I can't allow my children to abuse social media to post hurtful words.” 
Ms.Rose:“ ……………. “ 
A. Sure. So can I.      B. Never mind. Anyway,thanks. 
C. If they did that, I would encourage them at once.  D.Sure. I can't,either. 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct answer to the following question. 
    Growing up in the early 2000s, a period when technology began to enter our lives, I remembered my(23) 
……… in two distinct parts. In elementary school, my friends and I spent our free time after school (24) 
…….. outside.We would go to different street vendors to eat junk food and buy cheap toys. Sometimes,we 
would watch cartoons together. But there were few channels back then; we didn't spend too much time in 
front of the TV. Everything gradually(25) …….. when I started secondary school.The Internet had become 
more popular,(26) …….. I began spending more time at Internet cafes. I used to play games online and chat 
with my friends. Cable channel wasalso on the rise at that time.There(27) …….. channels airing cartoons 
all day, every day. Watching TV became a routine for many kids my age. 
Question 23.A.life  B.adulthood  C.childhood  D.age 
Question 24.A.to play  B.playing  C.play   D.to playing 
Question 25.A.changed B.passed  C.disappeared  D.came 
Question 26.A.because B.so   C.since   D.so that 
Question 27.A.is  B.are   C.was   D.were 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct answer to each of the following questions. 
     Every child in England between the age of five and fifteen must attend schools.There are three main 
types of educational institutions, primary schools, secondary schools, and universities 
    Like most countries in the world, there are two types of schools in England, independent schools (fee-
paying schools) and state schools in which students do not have to pay tuition fees. In both types, 
attendance is compulsory. Morning classes begin at nine o dock and last until half past four in the 
afternoon. After classes, most English children often stay at school and take part in extracurricular 
activities like sports, singing and dancing. Schools are open five days a week. On Saturdays and Sundays 
there are no lessons. There are holidays at Christmas, Easter and in summer. In London as in all cities there 
are two grades of schools for those who will go to work at fifteen: primary schools for boys and girls 
between the ages of five and eleven, and secondary schools for children from eleven tofifteen. 
Besides such compulsory lessons as reading, writing, the English language, English literature, English 
history, geography, science, and nature study, children in England can take many optional subjects like 
drawing, painting, singing, or woodwork to develop their aptitudes. 
Question 28: What does the passage mainly discuss? 
A.Entertainment for children in England  B.Education in England 
C.State schools in England    D.Optional subjects at school in England 
Question 29: The writer mentions all of the following types of educational institutions EXCEPT ….. 
A.primary schools    B.secondary schools  
C.universities     D.kindergartens 
Question 30: "Sports" is mentioned in the reading passage as ……….  
A.a compulsory lesson   B.an extracurricular activity 
C.an optional subject    D.after-school activity 
Question 31: Which types of schools do 14-year-old children often attend? 
A.secondary schools    B.universities 
C.primary schools     D.independent schools 
Question 32:The word "optional" in paragraph 3 is CLOSEST in meaning to …… . 
A. not required  B.not free  C.unintentional  D.free 



Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the original 
sentence in the following question. 
Question 33. My school is far away from the city centre. It is really inconvenient. 
A. I wish my school were in the city centre. 
B. I wish it were really convenient to live in the city centre. 
C. I wish my school were convenient in the city centre. 
D.I wish the city centre were convenient. 
Question 34. “Let's have a picnic on Cat Ba Island next week”,he said. 
A. He suggested he should have a picnic on Cat Ba island the next week. 
B. He suggested he should have a picnic on Cat Ba island next week. 
C. He suggested having a picnic on Cat Ba island next week. 
D. He suggested having a picnic on Cat Ba island the next week. 
Question 35. He is not a good dancer. His partner is even worse than him. 
A. His partner can dance as well as him. 
B. His partner can dance better than he can. 
C.His partner doesn't dance better than him. 
D.His partner doesn't dance as well as him. 
Question 36. My brother and I always argue. 
A. My brother and I sometimes get on well with each other. 
B. My brother and I always get on well with each other. 
C. My brother and I never get on well with each other. 
D. My brother never get on well with me. 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the sentence that is made from the given cues. 
Question 37. Photograph/remind/me/memmorable/childhood. 
A. The photograph reminds me to my memmorable childhood. 
B. The photograph reminds me of my memmorable childhood. 
C. The photograph remind me of my memmorable childhood. 
D. The photograph remind me to. my memmorable childhood. 
Question 38. Teenagers/have/experience/both/physical/emotional/changes/during/adolescence 
A.Teenagers have to experience both physical and emotional changes during their adolescence. 
B.Teenagers have to experience both physical or emotional changes duringtheir adolescence. 
C.Teenagers have to experience both physical and emotional changes during its adolescence. 
D.Teenagers have to be experienced both physical and emotional changes during their adolescence. 
Question 39. lot/teenagers/trying/get/the shocks/be/ made/study/too much. 
A. A lot of teenagers are trying to get on with the shocks of being made to study too much. 
B. A lot of teenagers are trying to get in with the shocks of being made to study too much. 
C. A lot of teenagers are trying to get over the shocks of be made to study too much. 
D.A lot of teenagers are trying to get over the shocks of being made to study too much. 
Question 40. Tony/wonder/whether/accept/Mary's invitation/birthday party/not 
A.Tony is wondering whether he accept Mary's invitation to her birthday party or not. 
B.Tony wondered whether he should accept Mary's invitation for her birthday party or not. 
C.Tony is wondering whether to accept Mary's invitation to her birthday party or not. 
D.Tony wondered whether to accept Mary's invitation for her birthday party or not. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


